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Executive Summary 

 

Over the past year, CloudCatalyst has launched a series of reports and workshops to 
support entrepreneurs transforming their solutions into cloud-based services or 
developing these services from scratch. There has been a tremendous interest from 
companies to build new capabilities or create new cloud-based delivery models. In 
addition, the interest from venture capitalists, cloud startups and industry analysts has 
grown exponentially in the last years.  

Therefore, the consortium has developed tools combining technical, marketing/sales, 
and financial support to companies to build awareness and foster cloud development in 
Europe. This document completes the Cloud Accelerator Toolbox (CAT) with a 
set of tools for cloud-based startups.  

CAT provides guidelines and best practices for the developers’ community, 
entrepreneurs, technical transfer units, start-up incubators and other stakeholders that 
have an important role in stimulating Cloud Computing uptake. As a consequence, CAT 
contributes to the improvement of funding and investment readiness level of cloud-based 
startups.  

In the report, key lean business concepts are proposed and explained, with 
recommendations for cloud startups:     

 The Business Model Canvas (BMC), is a strategic management and 
entrepreneurial tool. It allows startups to describe, design, challenge, invent, and 
pivot business models. 

 Problem Map (PM) is a matrix useful for identifying the most attractive market 
segment with problem that can be resolved by cloud solution. Its output is a 3D 
chart representation of most attractive customer segments. 

 Empathy Map (EM) is a valuable tool for defining and describing typical 
representatives of target segment called persona. EM describes persona believes 
and emotions in order to synthesize insights.. 

 The Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) is tool used for pointing out and explaining 
how value for customers is created. It helps design products and services that 
customers want. VPC is used for matching product side with customer side.  

 The Hook Model (HM) is a basic tool used for attaching customer to the product 
offerings.  

 Competition map (CM) is a matrix useful for identifying direct and indirect 
competitors on the market. The output is clear picture of all competitors on the 
market. 

 Assets/Resources (AR) is tool to clarify company what kind of assets will they 
need and what kind of resources will they need. Together they presents clear 
picture of their company. 

 Going to the Cloud strategy (GTC) canvas is tool that helps companies to se how 
they will migrate to the cloud and what will they need. 

Each tool included in the Toolbox is presented in the following way: 

 Tool description: basic information about the tool; 
 Tool manual: information about the required process for successful tool 

implementation;  
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 Tool examples: actual examples of results obtained by tool usage and   company 
references. 

The tools described in the present report will help entrepreneurs on strategy definition 
for the following areas: 

 Define first model of the company 
 Define main problems in segments on the market 
 Define typical persona in the segment 
 Define the main features – value proposition for solving the problems that 

segments on the market have 

 Define model that hooks the users to the service/product 
 Define the competition on the market; 
 Define all key assets and resources needed for developing of their company; 
 Define going to the cloud strategy.  
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1 Introduction to the deliverable and scope 

 

WP3 reports will provide valuable insights for cloud computing planning. While D.3.1 
presents the internal strategic planning, D.3.2 analyses the external environment of the 
cloud industry. The present report complements these two deliverables, acting as a 
guideline framework for cloud community, defining how cloud solutions can be 
successfully implemented and later proven on the market. 

The main output of WP3 will be CAT, a Cloud Accelerator Toolbox with guidelines and 
strategies allowing ICT companies (start-ups, SMEs and large companies) to develop and 
commercialize Cloud solutions. CAT will be a collection of management tools, bundling 
together trend analysis, use cases, and practical recommendations in the form of 
printable reports, which will be used in the development of the go-to-the-cloud 
supporting service (WP4), and it could also be used as a complementary tool for 
incubators and consulting companies in an off-line mode. CAT will be a key element for 
developing efficient go-to-the-market strategies and preparing early market entrance. 

The present report is the final version of the toolbox which will act as an overall 
framework for startup community, defining how Cloud solutions can be successfully 
implemented and later proven on the market. This document includes: 

 Tool descriptions 
 Use cases of each tool 

All these inputs will be well prepared for Go-To-Cloud service (WP4), which will include 
online manuals for SMEs and startups. 

 

1.1 Objectives and scope 

Shifting from buying a software package, installing it, purchasing expanded capabilities, 
etc. to flexible and time efficient cloud technology, gives companies the chance to adjust 
or develop new business models. To seize this opportunity, software developers, 
entrepreneurs, startups and SMEs need an efficient support for strategy definition 
process and specification of their cloud solutions. It is necessary to increase awareness 
about the benefits of cloud for the companies shifting to this technology and also for 
startups and cloud technology developers creating new solutions. 

Cloud accelerator toolbox (CAT) offers a unique framework for creation of new ICT 
based-projects. CAT emphasises on providing strategy tools, such as management, trend 
analysis and use cases tools as well as practical recommendations, to help startups and 
SMEs defining and developing their business. Furthermore, CAT, will offer set of 
guidelines and best practices for key stakeholder that can have an important role in 
stimulating Cloud Computing uptake.  CAT tools will be presented in a user friendly way 
with manuals and examples. 

CAT can be used as a support methodology for incubator or accelerators. As a unique 
methodology, focused on defining and developing business, it enables companies to 
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achieve fast growth and efficiency. Gained experience with workshops and programs1 
show, that the funding level can be shorten with the tool usage (from 1,5  year to 
approximately 6 – 9 months).  Cloud oriented tools, such as CAT, can boost the startups 
development and can improve their possibilities to enter the global market.  

CAT can be positioned in the new Horizon's 2020 SME Instrument & Funds availability. 
CloudCatalyst support to startups scheme is described in the picture bellow: 

 

 

Within Horizon's 2020 SME Instrument, EU aims to give a strong boost to breakthrough 
innovation with potential for high growth and internationalization. To achieve this 
objective EU proposes three levels of SME development: 

Phase 1. Exploring and assessing the technical feasibility and commercial potential 
of the innovation 

Phase 2. Prototyping, testing, demonstrating, development of pilot lines, etc. 

Phase 3. Commercialisation of the innovation 

CloudCatalyst services divide startup development into three phase concept, similar to 
EU phase concept mentioned above. CAT emphasises on the importance of company 
development in the early stages, helping entrepreneurs on their strategy definition for 
the following key development areas: 

 Define first model of the company 
 Define main problems in segments on the market 
 Define typical persona in the segment 

                                           
 

1 www.startcloud.si   

http://www.startcloud.si/
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 Define the main features – value proposition for solving the problems that 
segments on the market have 

 Define model that hook the users on our service/product 

 Defining competition on the market with Competition map tool (CM). 
 Defining key assets and resources needed for developing a product/service with 

Assets/Resources tool (AR). 
 Defining the path to the cloud sphere with Go-to-the-cloud strategy tool (GTC) 

To measure the usage of CloudCatalyst tools we will analyse the following key indicators: 

 Number of tools downloaded. 
 Number of companies using the tools. 
 Changes in the company’s growth stage due to the tools and methodology usage. 
 The number of accelerator and incubators that use the tools.  

These indicators will be further developed in report D.4.4 to measure the success of the 
proposed action plan and to establish the framework for future sustainability. Bootcamps 
will show the effectiveness of the recommendations proposed in the CAT and will 
stimulate improvements.  
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2 Tools of accelerator toolbox 

 

CAT is an essential kit for startup survival since it mitigates and prevents the most 
common reasons causing startups to fail:  

As described in the Startup Genome Report, the premature scaling of an 
unfinished product or a product with no clear value proposition can prejudice 
startup performance or even kill it, since the market is usually able to perceive it. 
Another startup danger is to focus on a non-existing market or a market that is 
too small. This way, even if the startup has a proficient sales department, it will 
not be enough to maintain the business. Also, despite of having the ability to 
compete in the market, it is important for a startup to position itself in the market 
in order to know what are its direct competitors. In other words, it’s not worth 
competing with market leaders, since it can devastate the startup business. What 
is really important for a startup and its success is to develop a competitive 
advantage, protect it from replication and know it will not last forever.  

The Cloud Accelerator Toolbox (CAT) is a set of tools to help startups building a Cloud 
business by providing centralized information and best practices of the industry. This 
business modelling framework targets companies in early stage of cloud creation. It 
helps Cloud startups to plan, develop, verify and implement their business model. 

The tools presented in this chapter are the following:  

 The Business Model Canvas (BMC),  
 Problem Map (PM),  
 Empathy Map (EM),  
 Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) 
 The Hook Model (HM) 
 Competition map (CM) 

 Assets/Resources (AR) 
 Go-to-the-cloud strategy (GTC) 

Each tool included in the CAT Toolbox is presented in 4 dimensions:  

 Description with basic information about the tool;  
 Tool manual, which includes information about the required process for 

successful tool utilization and implementation;  
 Tool examples with actual cases of results obtained by tool usage and company 

references;  

 Recommendations for Cloud startups, including a description about most 
common actions taken by Cloud startups with specific recommendations for 
toolbox. 

Use case description: Zevs & Dropbox 
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The first use case: Zevs 

EXAMPLE CASE1 – ZEVS - SWITCH 

As example for CAT application cases, we will use an Internet of Things cloud solution 
called Switch. Zevs wireless relay box can be easily used for home appliance control with 
wireless technology and simple to use cloud app. The device is in secure enclosure and 
will be certified (CE, CFF). It’s plug & play, but also open for developers to make their 
own applications. 

What problem is Zevs solving?  

Lots of people would like to make some home automation projects by themselves. But: 
It’s expensive, complicated, and unsafe! 

We offer safety and simplicity with high voltage, for DIY (do it yourself) enthusiasts. We 
simplified DIY project development for people without hardware knowledge. If you dare 
to install lamp at your home, if you can connect Bluetooth device to your smartphone, 
then you would learn how to use ZEVS relay box in minutes.  

What is our solution? How does our product work?  

We are using micro-controller with Wi-Fi & Bluetooth wireless modules, which is 
connected with 8 relays (250V10A). Controller-relay connection is isolated and protected 
by optocouplers. Zevs relay box is equipped with power supply. Relays are powered from 
power supply by separate power line, to minimize interference with micro-controller. 
Standard fuse is protecting micro-controller. 

All electronic is encapsulated in metal enclosure to minimize interference with 
surrounding (when relays are powering electro motors, electromagnets or other 
equipment with coils, there is high possibility of electromagnetic interference). Zevs relay 
box is equipped with external antenna to maximize range. 

Metal, grounded enclosure minimizes risk of electric shock, fire hazard and is compliant 
with safety standards. 

User can control relays: 

 from mobile app. (On/Off control, timer), new iOS 8 Apple’s home-kit provides 
controlling relays by voice (Siri), alarm, message. We would support this. 

 by Hub (Google’s Nest thermostat, Samsung’s Smart things hub) – we would obtain 
Nest ready certificate, as well certificates for other platforms. 

 by sensors which can trigger action over Bluetooth. 
 by sketch made in our cloud. We are designing intuitive user interface for building 

simple sketches. User - by clock,  

 by value from GPIO input  (8 configurable inputs),  
 by value from ds18b20 thermometer attached on I2C line. (4 to 8 digital 

thermometers, depending on cables length). 

 by proximity of any Bluetooth device: user can set rules to open garage door, switch 
light, … when Bluetooth device (smartphone, Tag, Chipolo, Tile, …) enters or leaves 
range. 

 Programmatically from his or 3rd party software on computer, mobile device or WiFi 
router, over Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. 
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The second use case chosen for the application of CAT toolbox are storage services. It’s 
a very easy way to show that using the cloud is a no-brainer with many advantages, 
including the ability to access files anywhere you go, and keeping a backup of those files 
away from your computer or phone. To better understand cloud storage, we have 
compared the most popular services and also highlighted Dropbox case an reference for 
the analysis of the CAT tools. 

 

Dropbox is a file hosting service that offers cloud storage, file synchronization, personal 
cloud, and client software. Dropbox allows users to create a special folder on their 
computers, which Dropbox then synchronizes so that it appears to be the same folder 
(with the same contents) regardless of which computer is used to view it. Files placed in 
this folder are also accessible via the Dropbox website and mobile apps. Dropbox uses a 
freemium business model, where users are offered a free account with a set storage size 
and paid subscriptions for accounts with more capacity. 

Business model: Dropbox uses a freemium business model, where users are offered a 
free account with a set storage size and paid subscriptions for accounts with more 
capacity. All basic users are offered an initial 2 GB of free online storage space. The 
desktop client has no restriction on individual file size; files uploaded via the website are 
limited to no more than 10 GB per file. To prevent free users from creating multiple 
linked free accounts, Dropbox includes the content of shared folders when totaling the 
amount of space used on the account. For free accounts, the total amount of traffic that 
all links together can generate without getting banned is 20 GB per day. For Pro and 
Business accounts, the limit is 200 GB per day. 

Technology: Dropbox consists of cloud-based services for user identity and 
management, data storage, access, management, and programmatic interfaces (APIs); 
clients for data access and storage on desktop and mobile operating systems; and web 
applications for data and service management. Dropbox uses Amazon's S3 storage 
system to store the files; though Houston has stated that Dropbox may switch to a 
different storage provider at some point in the future. It also uses SSL transfers for 
synchronization and stores the data via AES-256 encryption, though this is done with 

Dropbox's own encryption keys, and not the users'.  
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2.1 Business model generation canvas 

 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is a strategic management and entrepreneurial tool 
that helps startups to describe, design, challenge, invent, and pivot business models. It 
is actually a visual chart with elements describing a firm's value proposition, 
infrastructure, customers, and finances. The tool intends to guide entrepreneur to 
brainstorm about key underlying business questions, such as: who are my key partners, 
what key activities will I be performed, what key resources I need… 

Apart from business planning, canvas can also be used for financial planning. Collecting 
and structuring information about infrastructure helps at developing more reliable 
expected costs, as information about customers can be translated into revenue forecasts. 

BMC is also used as first reference point to share key information about the business 
with important stakeholders such as: freshly hired employees, business partners, and 
potential investors. 

 

 

 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_proposition
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2.1.1 Manual 

 

User logs to the system and through a simple click he can create and name an empty 
BMC. There are predefined templates that can be used or, instead, a custom template 
can be created. 

By scrolling down, user has an overview of the different slots in which each section can 
be described.  Usually, there is a set of underlining questions that can help to foster 
creative thinking, idea generation and brainstorming. 

User can also investigate examples of filled in BMC of on-going businesses, as well as 
references to web pages/blogs. 

The tool is very simple to use. User can create various BMC elements with simple double 
mouse clicks and more detailed descriptions for each element can be stored as well. The 
ability to use different colours enables users to immediately visualize what most critical 
business parts are. 

Once generated, BMC can be printed out on a large surface so that groups of people can 
jointly start sketching and discussing business model elements for example with post-it 
notes or board markers. 

Furthermore, user is encouraged to create several versions of BMC as new information 
is obtained with complementary tools. Versions can be used as reference in case of dead 
ends and further improved to design optimal business. 

The most common and useful questions that a startup can make to more effectively fulfil 
its BMC are the following: 

 

•Who are our Key Partners? 

•Who are our key suppliers? 

•Which Key Resources are we acquiring from partners? 

•Which Key Activities do partners perform? 

KEY PARTNERS 

•What Key Activities do our Value Propositions require? 

•Our Distribution Channels? 

•Customer Relationships? 

•Revenue streams? 

KEY ACTIVITIES 

•What Key Resources do our Value Propositions require? 

•Our Distribution Channels? 

•Customer Relationships? 

•Revenue Streams? 

KEY RESOURCES 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-it_note
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-it_note
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•What value do we deliver to the customer? 

•Which one of our customer’s problems are we helping to solve? 

•What bundles of products and services are we offering to each 
Customer Segment? 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

•What type of relationship does each of our Customer Segments expect 
us to establish and maintain with them? 

•Which ones have we established? 

•How are they integrated with the rest of our business model? 

•How costly are they? 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 

•Through which Channels do our Customer Segments want to be 
reached? 

•How are we reaching them now? 

•How are our Channels integrated? 

•Which ones work best? Which ones are most 

•How are we integrating them with customer routines? 

CHANNELS 

•For whom are we creating value? 

•Who are our most important customers? 

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS 

•What are the most important costs inherent in our business model? 

•Which Key Resources are most expensive? 

•Which Key Activities are most expensive? 

COST STRUCTURE 

•For what value are our customers really willing to pay? 

•For what do they currently pay?

•How are they currently paying?

•How would they prefer to pay? 

•How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues? 

REVENUE STREAMS 
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2.1.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

 

Key Resources 

 Key resources are similar to those for non-cloud companies. Therefore, the most 
common resources would be labour force and infrastructure. 

 Regarding labour force related cloud business, it can include software/cloud 
developers as well as system administrators. On the other hand, infrastructure 
may refer to servers/cloud infrastructure – usually, startups and SMEs opt to use 
IaaS cloud suppliers, while big companies or growing startups usually have 
owned cloud infrastructure, since it drives to lower costs (due to economies of 
scale). 

 

Key Partners 

 Local system integrators or local telecoms are the most common and required 
partners for cloud startups. Correct partnership can leverage API integration. First 
customers are reached by using already established startup network (especially 
in B2B segment). 

 

Typical Key Activities 

 The typical key activities for a cloud startup include product development, sales 
and customer development and customer support. 

 Product development and system maintenance/administration includes security 
activities as data security, protection and backups and also operations activities, 
such as continuum Software Development and improvements. 

 Regarding sales and customer development, it is usual to segment the market in 
B2B and B2C. The first segment is usually addressed through key partnerships 
for co-sales, specially in the beginning, and later through the establishment of a 
sales department. On the other hand, B2C is easily addressed through social 
networks presence and purchasing of AdWords. 

 Finally, customer support is a very critical activity commonly overlooked by cloud 
startups. It becomes extremely important during scale up phase. Advanced 
customer support has a potential to replace classical helpdesks with user-to-user 
support.  

 

Cost Structure 

 Most common costs in Cloud startups are related to human resources in order to 
have the right know-how level, infrastructure (servers), marketing campaigns 
and sales promotion, office spaces and also utilities. 

 However, it is important to note that startups have a potential to lower financial 
risk by making variable as much as possible of fixed costs. 
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Revenue Streams 

 SaaS or/and Freemium pricing is used for revenue generation. Most common 
stages of revenue development would be: 

o Free or Basic fee for beginners/low-end users; 
o Professional or intermediate fee for mid-end users; 
o Enterprise or advance fee for corporate/high-end users; 

 

Channels 

 Regarding channels, the approach of B2B segment is usually done through direct 
sales, which is the most commonly used channel for sales generation, e-mail and 
inline ads, which is, however, less effective for sales generation and also social 
networking, which performs well for building brand awareness, being less 
effective for sales generation. 

 B2B purchasing decision cycles are usually longer than B2C. Startups (or SME-s) 
should consider this when making BMC. 

 When talking about B2C segment, markets are crowded, and it’s hard to reach 
the customers. B2C market segment identification and targeting requires extra 
effort and hypothesis validation. Not all people are equally willing to pay for the 
services. It is critical to identify early adopters – users that perceive mots benefits 
from product.   

 B2C customers can be best reached by social networks and Ad networks channels 
(AdWords). Alternatively events and other community activities can be used to 
leverage sales. But due to higher price only if they are planned and supported 
with budgets.  

 

Value Propositions, Customer Relationships & Customer Segments 

 Value proposition is defined individually based on targeted business/market. 
Depends on market characteristics such as: trends, customer behaviour, 
competition, alternative and complementary products. 
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2.2 Problem map 

 

Problem Map (PM) is a matrix used to identify most attractive market segment with 
problem that can be resolved by cloud solution. The process of PM is quite demanding 
and time consuming.  

 

 

2.2.1 Manual 

 

The first step is to set the assumptions about segments and define the problems. Each 
customer segment is then assessed regarding pain and barrier level and assumptions 
are validated with customer interviews and questionnaires. 

The difference between the pain and the barrier level is then used to identify the most 
attractive segment. 

The typical activities are explained in more detail as follows:  

1. Market segments are identified and described based on market insights and 
online reports;  

2. The main problems that segments face are identified and described based on  
customer interviews and questionnaires results; 
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3. For each problem of specific segment: 

 pain level is described and positioned in pain level pyramid; 

 barrier level is described and positioned in barrier level pyramid; 

4. Difference between pain level and barrier level is then calculated; 

5. Market MP is drawn using area charts. 

Example of market MP is shown below.  

X and Y axis represent different characteristics of segments (for example age, weight…) 
while Z represents the difference between the pain and the barrier level.   

MP consists of two peaks, left one with higher pain level then the right one. Companies 
should focus on a product, which will resolve problems of the left segment since it is 
more likely that they will be easily acquired. Moreover, they are more willing to pay for 
the solution then the customer from the right segment.   
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2.2.2 Example – Use case 
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2.2.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

The End-Users typically perceive that cloud solutions are more suitable due to the high 
standards of availability and scalability for usage peeks and fast growing apps/products. 
The affordable prices are also attractive, since it enables the user to avoid expensive 
starting costs with infrastructure and system management. 

 

2.3 Empathy map 

Empathy Map (EM) is a tool used to define and describe typical representatives of target 
segment called persona. 

EM helps create discussion about the needs a user has. The key focus of typical 
discussion would be about what was observed about users, their beliefs and emotions. 
Observations can be synthesized and unexpected insights drawn out. 

Deep understanding of the person that is being targeted is critical for defining relevant 
sales channels. 

Personas have to be verified with interviews. Interview findings and conclusions can be 
used to prepare more relevant/customized promotional materials, web pages etc. 
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2.3.1 Manual 

Discusion is used to obtain relevant information about perosna for EM. Underlining 
questions are used to structure infromation about persona. 

Information is entered into digital EM. Several versions of digital EM are saved and tract 
enabling possibility for user to check his progres. Users can attach interview files to EM 
maps. Following are identified the usual underlining questions for creating EM: 

•What does her environment look like? 

•Who surrounds her?

•Who are her friends?

•What types of offers is she exposed to?

•What problems does she encounter? 

1. WHAT DOES SHE SEE? 

•What does her friends/spouse say? 

•Who really influences her and how? 

•Which media channels are influential?

2. WHAT DOES SHE HEAR? 

•What is really important to her? (which she might not say publicly) 
•Imagine her emotions. What moves her? 

•What might keep her up at night? 

•Try describing her dreams and aspirations.

3. WHAT DOES SHE REALLY THINK AND FEEL? 

•What is her attitude? 

•What could she be telling others?

•Pay particular attention to potential conflicts between what a customer 
might say and what she may truly think and feel.

4. WHAT DOES SHE SAY AND DO? 

•What are her fears? 

•What are her frustrations?

•What obstacles are stopping her? 

5. WHAT IS HER PAIN? 

•What does she truly want or need to achieve? 

•How does she measure success? 

•Think of some strategies she might use to achieve her goals. 

6. WHAT DOES SHE HOPE TO GAIN? 
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2.3.2 Example – Use case 

Company with switches and apps in the cloud is presented as an example. 
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2.3.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

In cloud business, there are typical person profiles involved in B2B segment: 

 There is the lead person (CEO), who is usually very involved in business activities, 
being well described within his environment. He also uses to demand clear added 
value of the product/service.  

 There is also the technical person (CTO, in some cases sales person), typically 
interested in benefits for cost reduction with kept flexibility for potential product 
upgrades. It could be risky, especially if he points out: “Not invented here”.  

 Finally, there is the financial person (CFO), who is usually interested strictly in 
financial effects of product/service and against accepting startups in bigger 
corporation. He can be associated with “segment overshooting problem”, 
especially in small countries! It’s easy to approach big company in Slovenia 
(everyone knows everyone), in Italy company it that segment is non realistic for 
targeting (example: Insurance companies). 

B2C (end customers and small B2B) recommendations about typical persons: 

1. Focus in on emotions; B2C is more perceptive for emotion driven sales; 

2. User Experience is more important than Benefits 

3. Viral mechanisms can be used and leveraged with marketing;  

4. Customer Relationships are more important than company famous  
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2.4 Value proposition canvas 

The Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) is tool used for pointing out and explaining how 
value for customers is created. It helps design products and services that customers 
want. 

VPC can be used for matching product side with customer side. It helps define key 
product features and key customer benefits. When match is found product – market fit 
is achieved.  

 

 

2.4.1 Manual 

Information about product is derived and matched with customer benefits in order to 
achieve minimum viable product (MVP). Pains, gains and customer jobs are further 
investigated to define next set of product upgrades. Each section of VPC is explained 
and described below.  

When product is upgraded with features next cycle of market investigation is performed. 
Cycles are preformed until no new features are required. At this time startups should 
scale up.  
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•Which products and services do you offer that help your customer get 

either a functional, social, or emotional job done, or help him/her satisfy 
basic needs? 

•Which ancillary products and services help your customer perform the 
roles of:-Buyer, Co-creator, Transferrer

•Products and services may either by tangible (e.g. manufactured 

goods, face-to-face customer service), digital/virtual (e.g. downloads, 
online recommendations), intangible (e.g. copyrights, quality 
assurance), or financial (e.g. investment funds, financing services).

•Rank all products and services according to their importance to your 
customer. Are they crucial or trivial to your customer? 

•Create positive social consequences that your customer desires?

1. PRODUCTS & SERVICES 
List all the products and services your value proposition is built around.

•How do they create benefits your customer expects, desires or would be 
surprised by, including functional utility, social gains, positive emotions, 
and cost savings? 

•Create savings that make your customer happy? 

•Produce outcomes your customer expects or that go beyond their 
expectations?

•Copy or outperform current solutions that delight your customer?

•Make your customer’s job or life easier?

•Do something customers are looking for?

•Fulfil something customers are dreaming about?

•Produce positive outcomes matching your customers success and failure 
criteria?

•Help make adoption easier? 

2. GAIN CREATORS 
Describe how your products and services create customer gains -
Rank each gain your products and services create according to its 
relevance to your customer. Is it substantial or insignificant? For each 
gain indicate how often it occurs.
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•Do they produce savings?

•Make your customers feel better?

•Fix underperforming solutions?

•Put an end to difficulties and challenges your customers encounter?

•Wipe out negative social consequences your customers encounter or 
fear?

•Eliminate risks your customers fear?

•Help your customers better sleep at night?

•Limit or eradicate common mistakes customers make? 

•Get rid of barriers that are keeping your customer from adopting 
solutions? 

3. PAIN RELIEVERS 
Describe how your products and services alleviate customer pains. How 
do they eliminate or reduce negative emotions, undesired costs and 
situations, and risks your customer experiences or could experience 
before, during, and after getting the job done? 

•Which savings would make your customer happy?

•What outcomes does your customer expect and what would go beyond 
his/her expectations?

•How do current solutions delight your customer?

•What would make your customer’s job or life easier? 

•What positive social consequences does your customer desire?

•What are customers looking for?

•What do customers dream about?

•How does your customer measure success and failure?

•What would increase the likelihood of adopting a solution? 

4. GAINS 
Describe the benefits your customer expects, desires or would be 
surprised by. This includes functional utility, social gains, positive 
emotions, and cost savings. Rank each gain according to its 
relevance to your customer. Is it substantial or is it insignificant? For 
each gain indicate how often it occurs. 
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•What does your customer find too costly?

•What makes your customer feel bad?

•How are current solutions underperforming for your customer?

•What are the main difficulties and challenges your customer encounters?

•What negative social consequences does your customer encounter or 
fear?

•What risks does your customer fear?

•What’s keeping your customer awake at night? 

•What common mistakes does your customer make?

•What barriers are keeping your customer from adopting solutions? 

5. PAINS 
Describe negative emotions, undesired costs and situations, and risks 
that your customer experiences or could experience before, during, and 
after getting the job done. Rank each pain according to the intensity it 
represents for your customer. Is it very intense or is it very light? For 
each pain indicate how often it occurs. 

•What functional jobs are you helping your customer get done? 

•What social jobs are you helping your customer get done?

•What emotional jobs are you helping your customer get done?

•What basic needs are you helping your customer satisfy? 

6. CUSTOMER JOB(S)  
Describe what a specific customer segment is trying to get done. It 
could be the tasks they are trying to perform and complete, the 
problems they are trying to solve, or the needs they are trying to 
satisfy. Rank each job according to its relevance to your customer. Is 
it substantial or is it insignificant? For each gain indicate how often it 
occurs. 
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2.4.2 Example – Use case 
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2.4.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

 

In cloud business, typical gain creator would be uniqueness of services provided by cloud 
application. The more the service unique and the more it helps customer resolve pain 
better the value.  

An important factor is also the accessibility of service and easiness of use. Cloud systems 
are online so accessibility can be associated with strength and coverage of internet 
access. Easiness of use means the level of intuitive application usage and how fast users 
can perform operations that they benefit the most from. 

Most common business model used is SaaS since solution is provided to customer online 
with simple log in. Advance analytics can be used to measure user interaction within 
cloud solution. Collected data about user interaction can be used to improve:  

 optimization of clicks; reduce amount of clicks required to perform most 
common activities; 

 optimization of functionality; remove/hide non used items/features and 
highlight or make more visible most used features; sometimes a simple order 
does the trick -> most used items/features before less used; 

 optimization of user interaction; identification of most used features and 
functionality so that future improvements improve and increase duration of 
user interaction. 
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2.5 The Hook model 

 

The Hook Model (HM) is basic tool used for hooking customer to product offerings. In 
essence the model consists of offering a basic product or service at a very low price (the 
bait), and then taking profit on recurrent sales of refills or associated products or services 
(the hook). 

The key driver behind the HM is belief that investment used to attract customer will be 
later paid off with “sticky2service”.  

Experiments with different hooks enable market probing – testing of product features 
with customer preferences.  

Today, in intense market of various apps and services, product features can make a 
difference. Products daily used and loved by customers have the highest potential for 
future value generation.  
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2.5.1 Manual 

Hooks are planned, constructed and realized within HM cycle. Analytics is used to analyze 
and track user reactions about hooks in order to obtain recommendations regarding 
product upgrades/improvements.  

Each step of HM cycle is described below. 

1. Trigger: activity which engages users’ interaction with the product; 

 initial reward for user when app is being launched 

2. Action: interaction of user with the product; 

 usage of an app 

3. Reward: 

 obtained usage statistics; 
 obtained user feedback and appreciation; 

4. Investment: additional features used for product upgrade;  

 improved app for user and more pain relived 

 

2.5.2 Example – Use case 
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2.5.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

 

Trigger 

For cloud solutions the most common trigger would be that they are online and 
accessible 24 hours per day, 7 day per week. Since most mobile/smart phones support 
internet connections people can access cloud solutions everywhere and anytime. 

Action 

Most common actions is online registration or sometimes installation. Cloud makes 
everything easy and fast, especially in B2C segment. Solution just needs to be advertised 
or offered via online stores. 

Investment 

B2B segment is a bit more investment intense. Customer acquisition cost is usually bigger 
since more specific segment targeting is performed. 

Most investment for cloud solutions is user acquisition. Not only that users need to be 
acquired via certain channels, viral mechanisms are studied and applied. 

Reward 

Customers get reward by using cloud solution and by its availability all the time 
everywhere. Cloud solution provider gets data about user interaction with cloud solution 
for future analysis.  
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2.7 Competition map 

 

The Competition map (CM) is a map of all competitors in your field that concentrates on 
specific problems. Based on this tool, it is easy to define the competitive position and 
define the optimal segment to enter. This way a company discovers new paths to enter 
the market and broaden horizons about new opportunities for growth. 

 

 

 

2.7.1 Manual 

Filling the tool is easy. If you filled in the Problem map (in D3.3) you can easily copy the 
problems and segments. After that just try to find or define competitors for each 
crossover. The steps are following: 

1. Define the segments 
2. Define the problems 
3. Define the competition (one or more companies/projects) 
4. Define the competition level (from 5 - very similar to 1 – far away but still a 

competition) 
5. Define the pain level of a specific segment for a specific problem 

After a company fills the whole canvas it is usually obvious who are the strong 
competitors and where there is still space for entering the market. 
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2.7.2 Example – Use case Dropbox 

 

 

2.7.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

 

 Competition in cloud industry is usually hidden and not so obvious. Avoid big 
players, because a cloud space is easy to reach and promotion is in most cases 
only a matter of money (start-ups are more limited than bigger companies); 

 If there is no competition, sometimes that means there is no money. Cloud start-
ups usually reach customers quite easily, so maybe it is worth trying to enter 
specific market segments; 

 Some competitive advantage for cloud start-ups is usually just a regional position. 
We encourage start-ups to use all regional benefits (local providers, partners, 
resources …) for a maximum effectiveness. 
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2.8 Assets / Resources 

Asset/ Resources tool allows a company to describe their assets and resources in one 
page and sort them based on the importance.  

There are three degrees of importance: 

 CORE: These are key assets or resources that a company possesses. On this 
basis the company builds a competitive advantage and usually it needs to be 
protected (patents, trade secrets, etc.). 

 STRATEGIC: In this category a company defines strategic resources or assets. 
Usually they don’t have a direct influence on business, but they are still important 
especially in a longer period of time.  

 TACTICAL: Companies usually change their course in an early stage of 
development. In this case they use some assets for a short period which helps 
them go through a specific phase. This specifics are even more relevant in the 
cloud industry because changes in technology are fast and companies must react 
quickly in a certain situation.  

The list of assets and resources help the company to assume first calculations of costs 
needed for development and also to position on the market. 
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2.8.1 Manual 

To fill in this tool, the company simply writes down their assets and resources in the 
boxes.  

 ASSETS – physical or virtual goods owned by the company. Usually this covers: 
- Computer components; 
- Computer programs; 
- Office space; 
- All intellectual property; 
- Program code; 
- Other material necessary for work/production. 

 
 RESOURCES - all the goods that can be used or controlled by the company. Most 

common resources are: 
- People; 
- Research departments in universities or other research institutes; 
- Special partnerships (usually exclusive); 
- Some natural resources (water, gas …). 

Beside every resource or asset you also need to write down: 

 LIFE TIME – for how long a company can use this asset or resource. Sometimes 
there is no limit but sometimes the period is limited. 
 

 MEN MONTH INVESTMENT – the company fills this box with a number that states 
how long it will take to setup this assets or resources. They can use some assets or 
resources from the beginning. Sometimes a preparation or an adaption is needed for 
the organization to use this assets or resources. 
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2.8.2 Example – Use case Dropbox 

 

2.8.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

On cloud area there are many issues to consider when filling in this tool. The most 
common cloud related assets and resources are the following: 

CLOUD ASSETS - examples: 

- Private cloud (Hardware and software) 
- Companies own API-s to different cloud solutions 

CLOUD RESOURCES - examples: 

- Local telecom or company to provide support: 
o Infrastructure 
o Programs 
o Platform 
o Internet connectivity 

- Domain experts that could be employed in the company or outsources (in this 
case men month investment is higher) 

- Cloud research universities or other institutions 
- Cloud organizations (Example: Open Nebula) 
- Cloud umbrella organizations for support in promotion and global expansion 

(example: Eurocloud) 
- Accelerators and incubators for cloud specific. 
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2.9 Go to the cloud strategy 

GTC tool helps companies defining the path to a successful cloud strategy and how to 
develop solutions with the cloud support. 

 

 

2.9.1 Manual 

If you have done the Problem map or the Competition map you can just copy the 
segments. In the area of FEATURES simply enter the characteristics that are related to 
the cloud. After that, the company needs to define the tactics. First define the importance 
for them and then what the key activities are (for example: adapt the code, rent/buy 
new service, etc.). The steps for filling the tool are the following: 

1. Define the segments; 
2. Define the features; 
3. Define the tactics for each feature and segment; 
4. Define the barrier level (from 5 - very hard to implement to 1 – very easy to 

implement); 
5. Define the value level (from 5 - very high value for company to 1 – very low level 

for the company). 

After the company fills in the whole canvas, it will be much easier to develop a cloud 
strategy. 
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2.9.2 Example – Use case Dropbox 

 

 

2.9.3 Recommendations for cloud-related businesses 

There are some examples of features related to the cloud to help you fill the tool: 

 Cloud infrastructure; 
 API-for other services; 
 Integrations with third party services; 
 Using of elastic cloud for scale; 
 Transforming app form local to public cloud; 
 Using cloud in global expansion. 

The details of this canvas depended on the clarity of a company’s vision. In an early 
stage, this tool can be very general but the deeper a company goes into development 
and testing the detailed the tool gets.  
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3 Conclusions 

 

The cloud makes it easier for businesses to set up operations, especially startups looking 
to compete with larger established companies. Nowadays, startups that offer software 
or online services have to prove their business model works in the cloud before they are 
likely to get any venture capital funding. That means their business starts in the cloud. 
In this new era, where entrepreneurs and startups activity is higher than ever, it is 
important to remember that the numbers show that 90% fail. Cold statistics like these 
inspired CloudCatalyst to encourage startups to work smarter.   

Cloud Accelerator Toolbox focuses on developing the major tools for enabling and 
promoting active exchange of knowledge, requirements and common interests in 
implementing collaboration models for the software community and entrepreneurs. 
Therefore, the main goal of the Cloud Accelerator Toolbox is to improve success rate 
and reduce failure of Cloud startups willing to start a business. CAT enables startups to 
define, control and revise the key elements to be considered when selecting and 
targeting market segments with a new cloud product/technology, as part of the business 
strategy. It provides a structured way for startups to brainstorm about how to create, 
deliver, and capture value in economic, social, cultural or technological contexts.  

In the CAT reports (D3.3., D.3.4.), CloudCatalyst team has outlined eight business model 
tools and recommendations for Cloud startups, based on the market research done 
during the project and survey of cloud trends. These tools have been tested in 
bootcamps and workshops organized by CloudCatalyst, and the feedback collected with 
the participants allowed the consortium to better position CAT according to the startup 
development phases: 

 During the early development phase – idea generation - CAT is a useful solution 
for startups, allowing them to define one business model tool that is suitable for 
their reality. It’s important to stress that the teams should focus on one model 
and not more, otherwise this will result in a big lack of focus.   

 When entering second development phase – MVP and prototype creation – CAT 
allows the startups to define key resources to develop their own solutions for 
testing the market. This will shorten time-to-market and allows the teams to 
focus more on their research, strategy and implementation.  

The work developed in the present report will be tested in task T4.3 – Service validation 
– Bootcamp which consists in the organization and implementation of a three-day 
bootcamp hosted by 3 partners of CloudCatalyst consortium. Finally, an evaluation 
exercise is also foreseen in T4.4 Monitoring and evaluation aiming to set the indicators 
to evaluate the success of the proposed action plan and helping establish the framework 
for future sustainability. In the evaluation task the results of the bootcamps will be used 
to access the effectiveness of the recommendations proposed in the Cloud Accelerator 
Toolbox. 
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4 Further reading 

 

 Source for key problems that startups have: 
http://blog.startupcompass.co/pages/startup-genome-report-1 
 

 Case study company:  
http://zevs.io 
 

 Business model generation framework, also Empathy map and Value proposition 
canvas source:  
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com 
 

 Problem map source and incubator, that using all the methodology:  
http://hekovnik.com 
 

 Hook model source:  
http://www.hookmodel.com 
 

 Case study company:  
http://dropbox.com  
 

 Problem map, Competition map, Asset/resources tool source and incubator, that 
using all the methodology:  
http://hekovnik.com 
 

 Hook model source:  
http://www.hookmodel.com 

 

http://blog.startupcompass.co/pages/startup-genome-report-1
http://zevs.io/
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
http://hekovnik.com/
http://www.hookmodel.com/
http://dropbox.com/
http://hekovnik.com/
http://www.hookmodel.com/

